ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of knee rotations has been a classic topic in biomechanics since the 19 th century 20 but surprisingly little information in this field has been well established and widely accepted.
It has been clear, since the first observations of the joint, that the main rotation of the knee is the flexion-extension. A secondary but important rotation is the longitudinal rotation, which may occur independently from flexion-extension or coupled with it. Other motions (varus-valgus rotation, anterior-posterior displacement, medio-lateral displacement) are present during common activities, but are often negligible with respect to the former two rotations. 1, 8, 23, 24, 25 Despite agreement in literature about the identification of the two main components of knee kinematics, there is still no agreement about the anatomical location of the axes of rotation and their pattern of motion with respect to the joint. Many authors have identified the axis of flexion-extension in relationship to the femoral anatomy, either tangent to the posterior part of the condyles at extension 9 or to the contact areas with the tibia in extension 13 , or coincident with the transepicondylar line 5, 7, 12, 17 or the line passing through the centres of femoral condyles. 5, 14, 19, 22 Similarly many authors have identified the axis of longitudinal rotation in relationship to the tibia anatomy, most reporting its orientation to be parallel to the tibia anatomical axis, 7, 9, 13, 17 or sloped in the anterior-posterior direction. 6, 11 Most investigators believe it is in the medial compartment, 7, 14 sometimes near the centre, 5, 6, 11, 19 sometimes on the tibia tubercle. 1, 12, 17, 21 This axis is believed by some investigators to move with the mobile segment 9, 11 or in an independent pattern by others. 3, 19 Although other interpretations of the axes of rotation of the knee have appeared in the literature, the kinematics descriptions without any anatomical correlation 2, 10, 26 have remained difficult to apply. Actually most of the proposals about reference frame for representing the 3D nature or the 6 degrees of freedom of the knee represent the flexion -extension axis as being fixed to the femur and the longitudinal axis to the tibial anatomy, floating during motion, plus a third axis to complete the definition of a suitable joint reference frame. 4, 9, 16, 17, 27 The possibility to have a kinematics description of the knee joint with only two axes, i.e. as a 2 degrees-of-freedom mechanism as proposed by first examiners 3, 7 , is a fascinating perspective, which could simplify the computation of the knee kinematics decomposition and allow a precise clinical evaluation of normal and reconstructed knees. Such a model has been recently reproposed by Hollister 11 and Pinskerova 19 and verified in cadaveric knees during passive range of motion, using special mechanical jigs and complex experimental procedures to track motion and corresponding anatomy, based on camera or suitable MRI sections. The goal of this work is to verify the applicability of this model with a different computer method, considering 3D anatomy of the knee and the 6 degrees-of-freedom of its motion, and to find the optimal anatomical location of the two axes of rotation for such a model. This work complements Churchill's investigations 5 , who verified the anatomical position of the axes in the loaded motion of the knee (in in-vitro simulation of squatting between 5° and 90°) with accuracy similar to this study although with a different technique. We investigate about the anatomical position of the axes in passive motion of the knee by computer identification.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Six (6) normal knee specimens were examined, cutting the limb about 20 cm above and below the joint line, retaining muscles, patella, ligaments and capsule intact. Donors were male, aged 40 to 60; 5 knees were right and 1 left with medio-lateral (ML) size of 78 ± 4 mm (mean ± standard deviation), tibia anterior-posterior size of 50 ± 4 mm, femoral antero-posterior size at extension of 70 ± 4 mm. One knee presented a pre-arthrotic defect of the femoral cartilage of the femoral-patellar joint in the lateral compartment; another had a cyst near the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) posterior tibial attachment; the other knees appeared normal at dissection. On preliminary manual inspection the surgeon performing the experimental acquisition reported different degrees of joint stability during passive motion, but judged their behaviour as being normal, within the individual variability of the knee joint.
A 6 degrees-of-freedom electrogoniometer, FARO Arm (FARO Technologies, Lake Mary, FL, USA), was used to record passive motion and digitize the articular surfaces (0.3 mm / 0.3° accuracy in 1.8 m 3 ). The experimental data were acquired according to the following protocol (described in another paper submitted for publication).
Data acquisition and elaboration
The tibia was rigidly fixed to the experimental desk by screws and the femur was left mobile. The Faro Arm was secured to the experimental desk and its wrist was rigidly connected to the mobile segment ( Fig. 1) , in order to record its relative motion with respect to the fixed one. The mobile bone was held by an expert orthopaedic surgeon, who performed a passive range of motion and recorded the neutral position of the knee at 0°, 10°, 30°, 60°, 90° and 120°, fixing the mobile bone. Also the internalexternal rotation at 45° and 90° was recorded fixing the mobile bone respectively in the neutral position at 45° of flexion, in the maximal internal rotation possible at 45°, in the maximal external rotation at 45°, and at 90° neutral position, 90° internal rotation, 90° external rotation.
The four patterns of motion were repeated twice by two different doctors for each knee, thus obtaining 4 trajectories of the continuous passive range of motion, 4 trajectories of quasi-static positions in the passive range of motion, 4 sets of three locations describing the range of internal-external rotation at 45° and 90° of flexion. Then the FARO Arm was detached from the mobile bone and equipped with a pointprobe, three landmarks were implanted on the femur and on the tibia and the joint was dissected. The surgeon digitized the shape of femur, tibia and ligament insertions keeping the point-probe on the cartilage of the bone surfaces and on the external border of the ligament insertion areas after cutting the ligaments.
Data about knee anatomy and motion were processed off-line by dedicated software, allowing the 3D reconstruction and display of the bone shape and of the relative position of the two segments during the recorded trajectories in an anatomical coordinates system. Surfaces were represented as clouds of points and motion was represented tracking the positions of all structures in the 3D space ( Fig. 1 ) or in 2D projections or sections corresponding to the standard sagittal, frontal and transversal planes (Fig. 2) . The accuracy of the dynamic reconstruction was 0.6 mm. 
Geometrical computer evaluation of the axes of rotation
Four different definitions of the axis of flexion -extension were compared ( Fig. 3 ):
• F1, the line joining the most posterior points of the posterior condyles 9 , computed choosing each point on a central section of the medial and lateral femoral condyles in extension;
• F2 the line joining the most distal points on femoral condyles in extension 13 , computed choosing each point on a central section of the medial and lateral femoral condyles in extension;
• F3 (transepicondylar line), the line joining the centres of gravity of the femoral insertion areas of medial and lateral collateral ligaments, as computed from the acquired 3D points;
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• F4, the line joining the centres of the posterior femoral condyles, computed as the centres of the circle fitting the posterior part of the femoral profile in a central section of the medial and lateral compartment at extension (the so called "flexion facet centres" (FFc) in 19 .
Figure 3 Location of the compared flexion-extension axes in Knee 1 (F1, F2, F3, F4, see "Legend" for the definitions).
We assumed that the axis of longitudinal rotation was parallel to the tibial shaft (i.e. a vertical axis) intersecting the axis of flexion-extension in the medial compartment. Although the orientation of this axis was unique, we compared four different location and patterns of motion with respect to the joint:
• T1, the vertical line passing through the centre of the medial posterior condyles; • T2, the vertical line passing through the centre of the medial anterior condyles; • T3, the vertical line passing through the centre of the medial collateral ligament; • T4, the vertical line passing through the centre of medial femoral flexion facet.
To verify the hypothesis that the knee rotates around one of the known axes, we used a geometrical method inspired by the one presented in 11, 22, 24 , that we realised through computer elaboration and statistical evaluation.
If a line is the axis of rotation of a joint, any point on the mobile segment will rotate around this axis, and therefore the projection of their positions during the motion onto a plane perpendicular to the axis will track a circle or part of a circle. In this study we chose 10 points distributed in the two compartments at increasing distances from the presumed axis of rotation; for each point we tracked the projection of its positions during the recorded motion onto the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation; then we computed the circle with its centre on the projection of the axis and radius equal to the mean distance from the tracked positions of the point. The residual of this fitting was considered as an indication of how correct the identification of the axis of rotation is (the less the residual, the better the circularity of the motion of the tracked point).
We used this method to verify the hypothesis that the knee rotates around the axes F1/T1, F2/T2, F3/T3 or F4/T4, during passive range of motion (PROM) and maximal internal -external rotation at 45° and 90°.
RESULTS
The relative location of the examined axes was compared by computing the 3D angle made by pairs of F1, F2, F3, F4 axes (Table 1 ) and the distance among pairs of T1, T2, T3, T4 projected onto the horizontal plane (Table2). 
Angles (in degrees) between the couples of axes reported in the heading of each column, computed as the arcosin of the dot between the unitary vectors of axes.
See Legend for abbreviations. Table 2 Mean distance between longitudinal axes computed in the horizontal plane T4-T3  T4-T2  T4-T1  T3-T2  T3-T1  T2- To identify the optimal knee flexion-extension axis we tracked the following points of the mobile bone during PROM: the femoral insertion points of ACL anteromedial and postero-lateral (P1, P2), the femoral insertion points of PCL antero-lateral and postero-medial bundles (P3, P4), and 6 out of the 8 points used to define F1, F2, F3, F4 axes (for each axis we chose the points defining the others, naming them from P5 to P10). All points appeared to move around the mentioned axes in a 120° arc of a path looking quite circular, as shown in Fig. 4 for Knee 4 during the discrete passive range of motion. However a more detailed analysis of the circularity of these paths (reported in Table 3 ) showed some statistical differences in the behaviour of F1, F2, F3 and F4. It can be noticed that an attempt to split the first part of the PROM (e.g. 0° -30°) and the final one (e.g. 30° -120°) and to use the same method to distinguish the axis or flexion-extension near extension and flexion as proposed in 19 , appeared difficult. The computation of residuals separately during 0°-30° and 30°-120° ranges of flexion did not provide significant differences in either case and resulted in the same global mean value (mean residual = 0.4 mm) over the six knees for the four examined axes. This is probably due to the fact that the first part of PROM produces small arcs of a circle (less than 30°) which can be identified as sectors of a circle with large numerical uncertainty (but small residuals).
It should be noticed that tracking sample points during PROM around an anterior-posterior axis produces random pattern, never circular. Tracking sample points around F1, F2, F3, F4 during the internal -external rotations at 45° or 90° produced linear or punctual trajectories (Fig. 5) , more or less long according to the knee and the axis, but never arcs of circles.
Figure 5 Tracking of mobile points (P1 -P10) in Knee 2 at 45°N, 45°IR, 45°ER in a plane perpendicular to F4 . The X axis corresponds to the projection of the antero-posterior direction onto the plane, Y axis corresponds to the proximo-distal direction.
To identify the optimal axis of longitudinal rotation we considered tracks of points during internal -external rotations and during PROM. As the IE rotation at 45° and 90° is a pure rotation around the tibial axis, all mobile points should move around it and produce circular trajectories. Therefore we tracked the 10 sample points on the mobile bone used to identify the flexion-extension axis.
All points appeared to move around T1, T2, T3 and T4 in a 29° ± 2° arc of a circular path, as shown in Fig. 6 for Knee 5 around T3. However no significant differences could be found among the compared axes, as all tracks were fitted by a circle with a mean residual (over the six knees and the 10 sample points) of 0.45 (0.12) mm at 90° and 0.85 (0.15) mm at 45°.
Figure 6 Tracking of mobile points (P1 -P10) in Knee 5 at 90°N, 90°IR, 90°ER in a plane perpendicular to T3 , i.e. view from top in a mobile plane.
To identify the optimal axis of longitudinal rotation during PROM (i.e. screwhome mechanism) we must consider that IE rotation is a secondary component of this movement, therefore it can be identified only by splitting it from the simultaneous rotation around the flexion -extension axis. This axis is associated to a femoral one, therefore for each examined vertical axis (T1, T2, T3, T4) we tracked 10 points on the corresponding flexion-extension axis (F1, F2, F3, F4 ) scanning its ML length. These points, fixed during pure flexion, were able to reveal a circular pattern around the tibial axis during the PROM (Fig. 7a) , without the artefacts present in the tracking of random points (Fig. 7b) .
A detailed analysis of the circularity of these paths (reported in Table 4) showed small statistical differences in the behaviour of T1, T2, T3 and T4. 
Figure 7 (a) Tracking of three points on F4 in Knee 5 during PROM in a plane perpendicular to T4 (b) Tracking of mobile points (P1 -P10) in Knee 5 during PROM in a plane perpendicular to T4
Residuals (in millimetres) of the circular fitting for each knee in planes perpendicular to T1, T2, T3, T4. Each value is computed as the mean (and standard deviation) of sample points on the corresponding flexion-extension axis (F1, F2, F3, F4) and all recorded passive ranges of motion (discrete and continuous PROMs). Last row reports the mean residual over the six knees. See Legend for abbreviations.
It should be noticed that tracking sample points during IE rotation at 45°, 90° or PROM around a vertical axis mobile and located in different points of the medial compartment, such as on the medial tibial spine or the medial extremity of the tibial plateau lying onto F1, F2, F3 or F4, produced very similar results to T1, T2, T3, T4, statistically equivalent residuals and errors. A vertical axis located in the lateral compartment increased the residuals in some cases.
The test of an axis of internal-external rotation fixed with respect to the tibial plateau instead of mobile with the femur, located in the position of T1, T2, T3 and T4 at extension, showed non-circular paths for all points during IE rotation at 90° and PROM (Fig. 8) .
Figure 8
Tracking
of mobile points (P1 -P10) in Knee 5 from top of the tibia, i.e. in a plane perpendicular to T2 at extension: (a) point tracks at 90°N, 90°IR, 90°ER ; (b) point tracks during PROM ;
The examined couples of axes of rotations were non-perpendicular, but they stayed almost orthogonal during PROM (Table 5) . 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study confirms that the axis of flexion-extension of the knee lies in a cone made by the transepicondylar line and the line joining the femoral flexion-facet centres. Table 3 shows that there is no significant difference between these two axes, when considering an error on anatomical data of around 1.5 mm (i.e. a residual of 0.5 mm with a 99.7% probability), including the method resolution and the uncertainty of the bone shape due to deformable tissues. The equivalence between the transepicondylar line and FFc line, and therefore all lines in-between, may be explained by the uncertainty about anatomical data (bone shapes, ligaments' insertions), by an equivalent contribution of ligaments and bone shapes in guiding PROM, or by small changes in the position of the instantaneous axis in different subranges of flexion. It is interesting to notice that the orientation of F1, F2, F3, F4 is very similar (less than 11°, Table 1 ), but the position of the axis around the condyles' centre instead of the surface appears more satisfactory. They are also near the horizontal line (Table 5 ) and therefore the effect of longitudinal rotation of the sample points during PROM is negligible in the plane perpendicular to them (compare with Fig.4 , Table 3 ).
Therefore our study suggests that a kinematic frame of the knee with reference axes aligned with transepicondylar or FFc line, as proposed by Pennock 17 , Hollister 11 or Pinskerova 19 , may be more correct than the reference frame proposed by Grood and Suntay 9 or Lafortune 13 (Chao 4 ?) and reduce cross-talk errors in kinematic computations due to axes misalignment. 15, 18 This study also confirms that the longitudinal rotation occurs around a vertical axis located in the medial compartment, both during forced rotation at 45° and 90° and during PROM. It can be noticed that the residuals (and standard deviation) measuring the circular paths in both motions around T1, T2, T3, T4 are higher than the residuals measuring the circular paths around F1, F2, F3, F4. This was due to the fact that the amount of longitudinal rotation (and the arc fitted) is much smaller than the amount of flexion (30° versus 120°), and therefore the computation of the circle is more unstable from a numerical point of view. The higher residuals obtained during the forced internal-external rotation with respect to PROM and IE rotation at 90° with respect to 45°can be due to the fact that this movement is performed manually and may be affected by a non-negligible flexion during the manoeuvre, producing artefact in the circular tracks. Probably for these reasons this method was not able to discriminate the exact location of the longitudinal axis in the medial compartment (for example the central position with respect to location on the medial tibial spine). However, it showed that the location of the axis is in the medial compartment, in the central or posterior area of the tibial plateau (the T2 residual is higher than the others in Table 2 ) and moves with the femur keeping the orientation fixed with respect to the tibia. The flexion-extension and the longitudinal axes are non-perpendicular, but they form an average angle of 90° ± 2.7° (average of F1, F2, F3, F4, Table 5 ), therefore an orthogonal model is a good approximation of their behaviour (e.g. the pathway of sample points during PROM in the plane perpendicular to longitudinal axis is linear).
We can conclude that our results are compatible with a kinematic model of the knee rotating around the transepicondylar line and an axis parallel to the tibial one through the centre of MCL or around the FFc line and an axis parallel to the tibial one through the centre of the medial femoral flexion facet. The former (F3/T3) is similar to the model proposed by Hollister 11 , but simplifies the description of the axis of longitudinal rotation. The latter (F4/T4) is similar to the model suggested by Pinskerova 19 , who deduced the location of FE axis from anatomical observations and measured a small displacement of the medial flexion facet centre (i.e. the intersection of F4 and T4), but applies both in PROM and IE rotations. In both models the correlation between the longitudinal axis and the flexion -extension axis is simpler than previous models in literature. Our study confirms that the two previous proposals are equivalent within the acquisition errors, therefore we can assess that the axis of flexion-extension lies in a cone spanned by the transepicondylar line and the FFc line 19 ; the axis of longitudinal rotation can be represented by a line parallel to the tibial anatomical axis intersecting the flexion axis in a fixed point of the medial compartment.
This model simplifies the computation of the knee reference frame from anatomical data, provide a unique the kinematic description in passive motion and forced IE rotations and a fix and predictable correlation between the main axes of rotation. Moreover, the similarity of our results with Churchill's study 5 could suggest a similar behaviour also in active flexion.
This study was conducted with a new method which provided consistent results (for example confirming that the axis of flexion-extension is around the medio-lateral direction of the knee and not the antero-posterior one and that the longitudinal axis is mobile during PROM). This geometrical approach, is similar to the one used by Hollister 11 , but it is applied to a wider range of 3D points and surfaces, or to the one used byWalker 24 on 2D X-rays to prove that the knee is not a hinge. Our method was able to identify quite carefully the primary axis of rotation of the knee, and more roughly the secondary axis of rotation, coupled with the first one during PROM.
A finer validation of a 2 degrees-of-freedom knee kinematic model, and maybe a better discrimination between F3/T3 and F4/T4, if any, is not possible with the reported geometrical method. A mathematical representation of proposed model of the knee motion, as a double rotation around quasi-perpendicular axes intersecting in the medial femoral condyle or the implied presence of an origin behaving as a fixed point during motion, will be investigated by the author in the future, to find a simple, clinically interpretable and complete representation of the knee kinematics and to use in computer evaluation of the joint. 
